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About FASTSIGNS®
FASTSIGNS are the leading experts in visual 

communications, with over 25 years of experience 

in the industry. We provide solutions to your visual 

communication needs. We will work closely with you to 

bring your project to life. Our sign and graphics experts use 

the highest quality materials, backed by a manufacturer’s 

guarantee and the most advanced technology to provide 

you with top of the range products.

At FASTSIGNS we understand how important effective signage and 

graphics are to enhance your business visibility. We also know how 

daunting it can be designing your graphics and choosing your signage. 

This is why we will work closely with you from day one to design your 

logos and themes and advise on the signage that will best suit your 

needs. We also take care of planning and installation, so you can sit back 

and relax knowing that you are in safe, experienced hands. 
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Need More Than Just a Sign?
FASTSIGNS provides expertly designed 

signs and graphics for vehicles, buildings, 

events, windows and walls. And we’re more 

than just signs. We also provide point of 

purchase materials and displays, printing 

and mailing services, exhibits and displays, 

interior décor graphics, promotional 

products and branded wearables, digital 

signs, mobile marketing and so much more. 

We cater for every budget so let us help 

you increase your business visibility. 

From telling your brand story and maintaining 

compliance, to driving engagement and generating 

awareness of your products and services, we have the 

materials, insight and experience to provide you with the 

right solution with minimum hassle.

Whether you are looking for a one-off banner or a 

comprehensive range of signage for a company Re-

Brand, we can help. We put as much care and attention 

into designing and creating an individual plaque as we 

do a large scale, 3 dimensional, illuminated building sign. 

Trust the FASTSIGNS experts to deliver.
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Make the Most of 
Your Exterior
Get your message seen with exterior signage from the 

experts at FASTSIGNS. We can enhance your businesses’ 

visibility with standout solutions that will catch the 

eyes of passers-by and inform and advise staff and 

visitors alike.

From branded vehicle graphics and digital displays to illuminated building 

signs and navigational signage, our team of experts will work with you 

to identify your needs and what will work best for you. We can even act 

on your behalf to adhere to the relevant safety and planning permission 

regulations, making your project run as smoothly as possible.
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Build awareness with eye catching window graphics. 

FASTSIGNS can create and install window graphics of 

all shapes and sizes to suit your business’ needs and 

we will work with you from design to installation.

Turn your vehicles into mobile advertisements with 

informative graphics from our experts. From full 

wraps to graphics and magnets, don’t miss out on an 

opportunity to boost your business visibility.

Freestanding monument signs are a fantastic way 

to advertise your business. Not only are these solid 

structures eye catching, they are also very durable 

and hard wearing. 

Identify and advise with directional and informative 

signage. Our visual communications experts use the 

right mix of directional sign and graphic solutions to 

guide staff and visitors around your location.

Dimensional letters, logo signage and building 

directory signs and graphics from FASTSIGNS help 

bring your companies look to life. Made with high-tech 

materials; making them durable and long lasting.

Promote your business or event with high quality 

banners and flags. Attract the attention of passers-

by and get your message seen with professional 

banners and flag of all shapes and sizes. 

Exterior Signage
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Liven Up Your 
Interior
Create an inspiring and informative impression in your 

building with interior graphic and signage solutions from 

FASTSIGNS. Whether your goal is to create a relaxing 

working environment or to keep people informed; we 

have interior signage solutions for your needs. 

Inspire staff and visitors with creative, bespoke window, wall, ceiling and 

floor graphics or use informative, directional signage to guide people 

around your building. We can create a fully comprehensive, branded 

package for your business or just a one off signage solution that will suit 

your requirements.
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Transform a window, wall or door without paying 

the price of expensive etching. Imaged glass is 

professional looking and easy to install, thanks to our 

ready-to-apply adhesive graphics.

Elegant Informative and directional plaques are a 

great way to enhance your brand and identify people 

or places. From mounted brass and to imaged or 

etched glass; we can even add Braille.

FASTSIGNS long-lasting labels and decals attach 

to a variety of surfaces including windows, walls, 

floors, products, pavement and packaging, making an 

impression that sticks. 

Instantly grab people’s attention with our extensive 

collection of striking banners and flags, available in 

the widest range of shapes, colours and sizes and 

made to order for even more impact.

Interior Signage and Décor

Abbey Myland
Giddy Zebras Childcare

The staff were excellent, 
friendly and really helpful. 

They made the whole process 
really simple. The products 

look brilliant and a lot cheaper 
than I expected. Will definitely 

use again. Thank you!    
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Fully Comprehensive 
Solutions
At FASTSIGNS we can create a bespoke package for 

your signage needs from Re-Brands to new and existing 

businesses; our team of experts will work closely 

with you to ensure that our solutions meet your 

requirements and are above and beyond expectation.

Let us wow you with our range of quality products, most of which are 

manufactured in house so that we can offer you the best price possible. 

FASTSIGNS work with businesses of all sizes and industries; we can cater 

for your requirements, large or small.
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Signage Solutions to Benefit Your Business
Whatever your sign or graphic requirement, we can help. We’re 

constantly striving to provide you with a product range that’s the most 

comprehensive around, of the highest quality and one step ahead of 

the competition.

From telling your brand story and maintaining compliance, to driving 

engagement and generating awareness of your products and services, 

we have the materials, insight and experience to provide you with more 

than you expected.

Our problem-solving specialists work with 

you to determine the right signs, graphics 

and other forms of visual communications to 

help you increase your visibility.

Need help telling your brand story, attracting 

customers or launching a new product? Our 

innovative ideas and graphic solutions can help 

you achieve the right level of engagement.

Our wayfinding signs and visual graphics 

enable you to extend your brand, make your 

building or workplace function better and 

help get people to where they need to go.
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Merlin Entertainments 
Challenge: Renowned leisure and entertainment company Merlin 

needed bespoke signage for many of their UK family theme parks and 

attractions, which complied with each of their 11 brands.

Solution: FASTSIGNS began creating small signage solutions for Merlin 

and Madame Tussauds over 10 years ago. Once the companies merged, 

they were so impressed with the quality of work that they enlisted the 

help of FASTSIGNS to provide them with a large quantity of their signs 

and graphics. At the beginning of each year Merlin contacts FASTSIGNS 

to brief them on signage needed for new attractions for the season. 

Merlin portrays their vision to the centre and they get to work turning 

their visions into reality. The centre also conducts site safety surveys 

of the parks to evaluate the current signage to replace or repair, if 

necessary. 

Case Study

Result: FASTSIGNS owner said “Merlin are impressed with the quality 

and quantity of signage that we provide for them. We are very flexible 

and take on any project without much notice. We continue to work 

closely with Merlin to fulfil all of their signage needs for future projects.”
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Interior banners and graphics

Large scale window graphics

Exterior signage and displays

Custom built signage

Informative exterior signage

Wall graphics and barriers
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Arris
Challenge: UK company Arris were looking to enhance the branding 

of leading global technology company Zenium and needed help from 

FASTSIGNS to translate their ideas into reality across multiple sites in the 

UK and Europe.

Solution: Starting in London with colours and fonts, FASTSIGNS worked 

to create a modern and unique set of graphics which would enhance 

Zenium’s corporate image. The team selected sign and graphic materials 

to have maximum impact across multiple locations, using vinyl lettering 

and frosted panels to turn glass partitions into feature walls. After 

London the team moved to Frankfurt where they delivered and installed 

a 2x3m acrylic panel, wall graphics and an inspirational wall graphic. The 

project continued to Istanbul where offices were transformed and the 

corporate image was enhanced using signs and visual graphics.

Case Study
3D cut out letters

Bespoke small format signage Team-building personalised imagery

Result: FASTSIGNS owner said “We solved the challenge of signage, 

international logistics, delivery and installation for all of the sites 

required by the customer. Arris can now apply designs by FASTSIGNS for 

Zenium’s future projects.” FASTSIGNS has continued to work with Arris 

on future projects, local and European.
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HCSS Education: 
Challenge: HCSS Education is a leading education finance specialist in 

the UK that needed rebranding to coincide with a move to larger offices. 

Solution: FASTSIGNS consulted with HCSS for ideas on incorporating 

branding within the strict guidelines of the landlord. After discussing 

options for HCSS Education’s new premises, the FASTSIGNS team 

designed, produced and installed visual graphics that complimented the 

brand. FASTSIGNS even extended the brand to business stationary in the 

form of compliment slips, pens and letter heads .As well as exhibition 

materials such as fliers and banners to promote the company’s brand.

Case Study
Bespoke interior signage

Business stationery Frosted glass graphics

Result: “The customer wanted to reference their company values 

of respect, innovation, passion and excellence” FASTSIGNS owner 

explained. “We developed graphics that clearly references their values 

but provided a visual impact to anyone visiting the building.”
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Exhibitions and 
Displays 
Need to generate awareness at a trade show or 

corporate event. From kiosks and banner stands, to 

table top displays and more, we can provide you with 

the right solutions for your needs and ensure your 

message gets seen.

Stand out from the crowd and enhance your brand identity with 

our custom displays, designed specifically to meet your trade show 

objectives and get people talking about and visiting your stand.
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Google for Work Partner
As a Google for Work Partner, FASTSIGNS® offers digital signage solutions 

powered by Google Chrome technology. The Chromebox and Chromebit 

media player devices powered by Google’s Chrome operating system, are 

reliable, secure and easy to manage platforms to run digital signage. Paired 

with the right web-based content management system, content can be 

managed easily and remotely.

Digital signage powered by Chrome technology helps you communicate to 

your employees, customers and visitors with the reliability, simplicity and 

flexibility you need. From displaying ads and promoting key messages to 

highlighting featured items on a menu board, digital signage solutions from 

FASTSIGNS® help businesses of all sizes connect with the right audience at 

the right time.

*Google powered digital signage solutions available at participating FASTSIGNS® centers
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